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Section 3: Landscape and Watershed Setting of the 
Northern Great Plains of Western South Dakota

To begin thinking about prairie streams, it is important to first understand the basics of the landscape setting in which 
they are found. This section introduces the regional features that make western South Dakota prairie streams unique. It 
also describes how streams and lands are connected through watersheds.

Understanding the Landscape Setting of Western South Dakota Prairie Streams
Except for the Black Hills region, South Dakota falls entirely within the Great Plains, a landscape that stretches from 
coastal Texas to southern British Columbia and Alberta. The state is bisected by the Missouri River, which also 
separates the temperate tallgrass prairie of eastern South Dakota—including the Prairie Pothole Region—from the semi-
arid prairies of the NGP region. The NGP region extends into the eastern two-thirds of Montana, northeastern Wyoming, 
northern Nebraska, and southern Alberta and Saskatchewan, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: The Northern Great Plains region has a dry climate and is dominated by open prairie landscapes. All areas of western 
South Dakota outside the Black Hills are a part of the Northern Great Plains ecoregion. Map © World Wildlife Fund
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Unlike eastern South Dakota, which is primarily a young landscape formed during the recent glacial period of the 
Pleistocene, western South Dakota is an ancient landscape set in the marine sediments of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic 
Eras (formed hundreds to tens of million years ago). It is dominated by erosive processes (Schumm 1956). Today’s 
western South Dakota prairie streams flow in the networks of drainage channels formed by water moving across and 
cutting down through this landscape over millions of years.

Figure 4: This shaded relief map demonstrates the strong geographic difference between East River and West River South Dakota—
and the resulting difference in water formations. Eastern South Dakota was more recently glaciated, resulting in smoother topography 
and a complex of prairie pothole features left behind. In comparison, western South Dakota has a rugged topography of drainages 
and channels that formed over millions of years of erosion. As a result, western South Dakota’s dominant water features are a matrix 
of prairie streams acting like a network of veins across the region—all flowing to the main artery of the Missouri River. Map © Dale 
Watt, TNC

The NGP region is dominated by mixed grass prairie, a rolling topography, and thinner, older shale soils than the glacial 
tills that support the tallgrass prairie to the east. These older sediments are mostly composed of fine-textured clays 
and silt that are easily eroded by flowing water, so streams in West River are prone to rapid downcutting and incision 
when land cover or climate changes cause flows to increase. This erosion can generate steep embankments along 
the stream as water removes materials from the stream bed. Much of this sediment is carried downstream by larger 
rivers and deposited in floodplains of the Missouri River tributaries—such as the White, Bad, and Belle Fourche Rivers—
and deposited in the reservoirs and bays of the Missouri River. This historic erosion and downstream depositing are 
responsible for the creation of landscape features such as the Louisiana delta where the Mississippi River meets the 
Gulf of Mexico—a long journey for soils from the headwaters in South Dakota. This natural erosion occurred over millions 
of years.

In recent centuries, however, erosion has significantly accelerated in many prairie streams, due to increased disturbance. 
This has resulted in the loss of valuable soils from rangelands across the West. This dramatic movement of soils and 
sediments has filled in extremely large reservoirs along the Missouri River in only a few decades. As shown in Figure 
5, this sediment loss is a testament to the importance of every small drainage and tributary scattered across the 
landscape and the cumulative impacts they can have.
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Figure 5: This image shows the enormous amount of sediment loss from the western South Dakota landscape that has now filled 
in the Lake Oahe Reservoir. The reservoir was completed in 1962, and for years recreationalists enjoyed boating and water skiing 
through the area photographed. Today, less than 60 years after the dam was created, the reservoir has filled with sediment from 
upstream rangelands. This sediment trapped now measures 30–50 feet deep and stretches for miles. Photo: Joe Dickie, Generation 
Photography, Inc.
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Climate
South Dakota lies in a semi-arid part of the Great Plains. Here, the 100th meridian closely follows the Missouri River and 
cuts the state into the nearly equal portions of eastern and western South Dakota. The 100th meridian is the boundary 
between the humid eastern United States and the arid western plains. This longitude was first identified as the boundary 
between these two regions by the geologist and explorer John Wesley Powell in the 1800s. East of the 100th meridian, 
precipitation exceeds potential evapotranspiration (ET), so rainfall does not typically limit plant growth. These sub-
humid and humid climate zones are typically highly vegetated. In contrast, west of the 100th meridian, potential 
evapotranspiration exceeds annual precipitation. As a result, rainfall can limit plant growth across West River South 
Dakota. Annual average precipitation ranges from 12 to 20 inches per year in western South Dakota, making this a 
semi-arid climate (see Figures 6 and 7).

Figure 6: Average annual precipitation in the United States. Map © Dale Watt, TNC

Figure 7: Most of western South Dakota receives 15–21 inches of rainfall per year. Map © Dale Watt, TNC
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Significant differences in precipitation between the eastern and western United States have led to major differences in 
their riparian areas. In the humid climate of the eastern United States, it is sometimes difficult to define the boundaries 
between riparian areas and terrestrial uplands. In contrast, in the semi-arid landscapes of the West, the transition 
between riparian and upland systems is easily recognized, as shown in Figure 8. Riparian areas in the arid western 
United States have unique plant communities and are typically more lush and green than the adjacent, drier uplands. 
Riparian areas following the stream may appear like a green ribbon of vegetation on the landscape. This is especially 
noticeable as summer dries out the surrounding upland plant communities, while riparian areas continue to hold 
moisture.

Figure 8: Riparian areas along streams form a green line or “ribbon” of lush vegetation on the prairie, especially as summer heat 
dries out the surrounding uplands. Photo © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.

In the eastern United States, more water infiltrates the soil, resulting in more subsurface flow reaching streams and more 
soil moisture. In contrast, in the western United States, there is usually less groundwater feeding streams. Due to this 
water deficit, most streams in the western region are intermittent or ephemeral rather than perennial. About 90% of 
South Dakota’s nearly 100,000 stream miles are considered intermittent or ephemeral, according to the South Dakota 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources (SDDENR 2018), and the percentage is even higher in western 
South Dakota, excluding the Black Hills.

Evapotranspiration is the process by which water goes back into the air, either through evaporation or 
transpiration. Evaporation is water drying from a surface as it returns to the air in vapor form. Transpiration is the 
water vapor that plants release from their leaves as they transpire or “breathe.”

Potential evapotranspiration is simply the amount of evaporation that would occur if sufficient water were 
available.

Major Land Resource Areas of western South Dakota
The USDA NRCS uses a classification system called Major Land Resource Areas (MLRAs) to identify geographically 
associated areas with similar land use, elevation, topography, climate, water resources, potential natural vegetation, and 
soils. Each MLRA has unique strengths and challenges for land stewardship. MLRAs are intended to support land and 
water resource planning and management, primarily at the statewide scale. More information about this can be found in 
the NRCS Field Office Technical Guide (USDA NRCS).

The mixed and shortgrass prairie of western South Dakota primarily overlaps with eight MLRAs, as shown in Figure 9:
• MLRA 63A: The Northern Rolling Pierre Shale Plains encompassing the lower Cheyenne River drainage west of 

the Missouri
• MLRA 63B: The Southern Rolling Pierre Shale Plains encompassing the lower Bad River drainage west of the 
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Missouri
• MLRA 66: The Dakota-Nebraska Eroded Tableland along the Nebraska border
• MLRA 65: The Nebraska Sand Hills
• MLRA 64: The Mixed Sandy and Silty Tablelands of the White River, Pine Ridge, and Badlands
• MLRA 54: The Rolling Soft Shale Plain of north–central South Dakota and North Dakota
• MLRA 60A: The Pierre Shale Plains and Badlands encircling the Black Hills and Foothills
• MLRA 58D: The Northern Rolling High Plains of northwest South Dakota, including most of Harding County and 

the northern portion of Butte County

Figure 9: This map shows the Major Land Resource Areas (MLRAs) of western South Dakota. Each of these MLRAs has similar 
characteristics that affect land and stream management. Map © Dale Watt, TNC
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Figure 10: A watershed is an area of land that drains all the streams and rainfall to a common outlet such as a reservoir, or any 
point along a stream’s main channel. Watersheds can be small, such as in the picture here, or large, such as the entire Missouri River 
Basin. Photo © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.

What Is a Watershed and Why Does It Matter?
A watershed, or catchment, is an area of land where all surface water converges (or drains) to a common point (see 
Figure 10). In a landscape or a stream network, the watershed consists of all the land upstream that drains to that point. 
Whatever happens above you in your watershed will influence your section of stream health—and whatever you do will 
influence stream health in watersheds that are downstream from you. All lands ultimately drain into others and influence 
each other at different scales. Understanding and knowing your watershed can help you identify potential challenges 
and opportunities you may encounter.

River basins and watersheds of western South Dakota
The prairie streams of western South Dakota can also be divided based on the major river systems or watersheds (see 
Figure 11) to which they are tributaries, all of which eventually flow to the Missouri River:

• The Little Missouri River, which flows northeast out of Montana into North Dakota and across the northwestern 
corner of South Dakota

• The Grand and Moreau Rivers, which flow directly east to the Missouri from the northwestern quarter of South 
Dakota

• The Cheyenne River, which flows east around the southern end of the Black Hills, picking up the Belle Fourche 
River from the north side east of Rapid City, and becomes the Lake Oahe reservoir in its lower reaches as it joins 
the Missouri River

• The Bad River, which joins the Missouri below Pierre, South Dakota
• The White River, which flows east to the Missouri across southern South Dakota, including the badlands (a 

region of sparse vegetation)
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Figure 11: This map shows the major watersheds and river basins of western South Dakota. This map also illustrates the way in 
which watersheds are nested with smaller sub-watersheds, forming larger major watersheds. Map © Dale Watt, TNC

Each watershed in western South Dakota is influenced by the soils, topography, vegetation, and other factors of the 
MLRAs through which its waters flow. The following information gives a few examples of how several dominant MLRAs 
of western South Dakota influence major river systems and headwaters of these landscapes.

The Northern Rolling High Plains of Montana and South Dakota include portions of the Little Missouri, Grand, and 
Moreau River headwaters on the dry western edge of South Dakota, where rainfall rarely exceeds 14 inches per year. 
Shortgrass prairie and gray sagebrush are interrupted by eroded buttes, badlands, and salt pans. Rocky Mountain 
juniper grows on the hillslopes, while cottonwood and green ash often line the riparian areas, particularly in the lower 
reaches.

As the Grand and Moreau rivers continue their flow downstream, they enter the Rolling Soft Shale Plain, which 
dominates most of the middle and lower watersheds of these rivers. This MLRA includes the relatively productive 
agricultural soils of the Missouri Plateau and the more alkaline soils of the Moreau Prairie.

The Cheyenne River originates in the spring-fed streams and drainage of the Black Hills and Foothills. This region 
includes the Belle Fourche River—at one time known as the North Fork of the Cheyenne—which flows around the north 
side of the Black Hills, where it serves as a significant source of water for irrigation and joins the Cheyenne River east of 
Rapid City.

The River Breaks are landforms of broken terraces and uplands that descend to the Missouri River and its major 
tributaries across all the lower West River tributaries, across the soft, easily erodible strata of the shales of these 
MLRAs. The dissected topography, wooded draws, and non-farmed areas of these landforms are especially important 
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as wildlife corridors. Ephemeral, flashy streamflow creates steep, downcut channels in the erodible soft silts and clays 
along the tributaries. Riparian gallery forests of cottonwood and green ash line major tributaries such as the Moreau and 
Cheyenne Rivers, but have largely been eliminated along the Missouri River by impoundments (water reservoirs created 
by dams).

The White River begins partly in southwest South Dakota, along the border with Nebraska, in the Pierre Shale Plains 
and Badlands. It also has southern tributaries that flow north out of the Tablelands and White River Badlands, which 
are highly erodible landscapes. Barren areas are interrupted by grass-covered, perched sod tables that support grazing 
and may be farmed. Channels range from entrenched gullies in areas that are downcutting to meadow plateaus where 
eroded sediments have accumulated and aggraded (built up into a landform).

Every river system will look and act differently based on the various aspects of the MLRA that they flow through, as 
described in these examples. A comparison of the MLRA map in Figure 9 with the watershed and river basin map in 
Figure 11 can highlight how the two are related and influence each other.

Using Hydrologic Unit Codes to identify river basins and watersheds
The Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) is a watershed naming system developed by the U.S Geological Survey (USGS) that 
reflects the nested nature of watersheds and can be used to identify specific areas by their watershed, somewhat similar 
to a postal code. The largest river basins are identified by the first two to four digits of the HUC number. For example, 
all Missouri River Basin HUCs start with the first two digits ’10.’ The Missouri River Basin is a large watershed covering 
~529,400 square miles (or more than 338 millon acres) in portions of 11 western states. The Cheyenne River Basin 
is a smaller watershed nested within the Missouri River Basin that covers approximately 1 million acres and portions 
of four states. All watersheds within the Cheyenne River Basin start with the HUC ‘1012.’ This borrows the ‘10’ from its 
parent, the Missouri River Basin, and adds the two new digits ‘12’ for its own identification. Each time a watershed is 
broken down into smaller chunks, it passes on its own parent code to these smaller nested watersheds. Each nested 
watershed HUC begins with the parent code and then adds its own unique two digits to the end. As a result, the 
smallest watershed units have the most digits, because many of them join together to create a larger drainage area. 
A common unit for watershed planning is the 12-digit HUC, which typically has a drainage area ranging from about 
10,000 to 25,000 acres.
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Pat Guptill, rancher
Pennington County, SD

Rancher Sees Beavers as Vital to Creek Health

To slow creek water coming 
from cropland not on your 

ranch, just add beaver habitat.
“

”
In hindsight, Pat Guptill wishes his beaver-trapping youth 
had not been so successful. “The felt and beaver hat 
business was a big thing that changed the environment 
in the western U.S. more than anything. Taking the 
beaver out changed streamflow leading to faster water, 
gully erosion and loss of plant biodiversity,” the rancher 
explains. While Guptill didn’t hunt beavers for hats, he 
did trap them because of a common impression that 
beavers were a nuisance. Now he wants them back, this 
time as allies for ranch improvement.

This beaver-trapper-turned-conservationist has spent 
his 34-year career creating healthier soil and grass to 
improve profits and cope with years of drought on his 
cow–calf ranching operation.

“My wife Mary Lou’s father started initial conservation 
efforts on the ranch. Then we took it to another level to 
grow our soil organic matter profile, beginning in the late 
1980s,” Guptill says. “We needed to get water flowing 
into the ground, not running off the top and creating 
erosion.”

Finding Spring-Fed Water
When he took over the ranch in 1987, neighbors told 
Guptill that finding a spring would be a big deal, since 
there was only one intermittent creek on the property. 
“We had a damp area, but it went dry during the severe 
drought of 2002–2003, so I figured we wouldn’t see that 
again.”

But the creek eventually returned. “Years later, thanks 
to a stream bed analysis by The Nature Conservancy, 
they found freshwater shrimp and lily pads, indicating a 
permanent spring running into the creek. I thought it was 
just leftover water from when the creek ran earlier in the 
year.”

That’s when Guptill realized the value of his deeper 
soil organic matter profile. The organic matter depth 
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improved from 18 inches to 36 inches after his first five years of rotational grazing. “This effort that is making our land 
and grass healthier is also saving water in the profile to feed the springs and our stream,” he says. “Our dams are dry, 
but we don’t need them.”

Grazing Rotation Is Critical
The initial reason that Guptill changed his grazing management was to increase his profits. However, he began realizing 
many more benefits as he rotated more cows more frequently by dividing his land into more pastures.

“We’ve learned over time that our grass needs total recovery time to build the root system that grows organic matter, 
soil health, and pasture resilience. We graze using a high stocking density (not rate) because these cloven-hoofed 
animals massage the ground for the week or so that they graze each pasture. Then the grass gets a long rest. We won’t 
graze that pasture again for a whole year so that the grass can reach full recovery,” Guptill says.

Thanks to the increase in organic matter and other improvements on the land, he started seeing riparian area benefits. 
More moisture in the creek bottom leads to more tree growth as the riparian area in and along the creek continues to 
heal.

Bringing Beavers Back
While improving the ranch soils on his property help, Guptill cannot control the water before it reaches his ranch. The 
fast-flowing stream entering his property can cause erosion. “I’ve got a lot of farm ground above me, and it’s difficult 
to slow that water down. In addition, our creek is going deeper, and we’re losing more soil. So, we have to implement 
beavers back into the stream beds,” he explains. Beavers build dams that capture the water and create rich riparian 
zones.

A technique that Guptill hopes might help heal his riparian area is to allow cattle access to about 200 yards of creek at 
a time. He puts only his yearlings in these creek areas, as they are more athletic, to begin to minimize the steeper bank 
slopes. “As the cattle help these banks slough off, we’re seeing prairie cordgrass and other plant life growing to stabilize 
the area and take care of itself. All I need to do is get beavers in here to hurry the process along.”

Guptill believes that as the riparian areas heal, the beavers will come back. “There are beavers within three to four miles 
of our ranch, so I know they’ll be here sooner or later.”

Focusing on the Land
Amidst the current drought in 2021, Guptill has reduced his cow–calf herd by two-thirds to protect his grass. “We don’t 
look at what our cattle are doing anymore. Instead, we pay attention to what the landscape is doing. By putting the land 
first, that focus is what gave us those springs along the creek.”

The Guptill family received the Leopold Conservation Award in 2013 to recognize their voluntary stewardship and 
management of their natural resources.

“Our goal is to improve the land for future generations, and we’re confident that our kids will continue the legacy that my 
wife Mary Lou and I started,” Guptill says. “Our management has proven that if you take care of the land, it will take care 
of you. That’s how these springs have come back.”
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Figure 1. Years ago, beaver were trapped from these portions of stream. Now, Pat is working to help them return. Photo © Joe 
Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.

Figure 2. Pat leaves woody debris from down trees to fall into the creek and help create diversity and complexity to the flow - like 
beaver would have done previously. Photo © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.
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Figure 3. The ranch’s streams are intermittent and usually go dry during hot summer months. Springs continue to provide water to 
small pools. Photo © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.

Figure 4. The stream has been increasing in tree diversity and growth. Photo © Joe Dickie, Generation Photography, Inc.
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